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HOMES

The Rise of the Child-Friendly Luxury Kitchen
Designers cook up deluxe child-friendly spaces to include under-counter refrigerators, playrooms for dining,
islands suited to homework and washable bar stools.

When Chiara and Tom Clark decided to gut-renovate the kitchen of their Gulf Stream, Fla.,
home, their 9-year-old daughter, Finley, had one request: abundant counter space for the wacky
pizza competitions she hosts with her friends.

Recent winners: a marshmallow and mayo pizza, along with a radish and Jell-O version. “They
love it,” Ms. Clark says.

The Clarks’ nearly $500,000 renovation made the kitchen child-friendly for Fletcher, 4, and
Francesca, 7, as well. All of the kitchen’s storage is below counter height, so even those who are
4-feet and under have total access. “Everything is at eye-level,” says Ms. Clark, a 41-year-old
event planner who is currently a stay-at-home mom.

Now, when the children prepare Sunday morning pancakes for their parents, they need
little supervision. Mixers are kept in a lower cabinet, a designated shelf holds child-

friendly utensils and there’s even a separate pantry area to store pancake mix and M&Ms—a
favorite pancake topping.

In luxury homes—where the kitchen is often the centerpiece—more designers are being asked
to create spaces especially for little family members. Many are installing convenient storage
areas, accessible pantries, under-cabinet refrigerator drawers and discrete homework islands
that still look sleek. The goal? To let the children cook simple meals, help with cleanup, and do
crafts and homework without so-called helicoptering from adults. “It’s under-the-radar,” says
Chicago-based kitchen designer Mick De Giulio. “It’s not something that looks like a kiddie
area.”

After a request from parents who wanted their children to make breakfast for themselves,” Mr.
De Giulio started designing what he calls a La Mattina or morning kitchen that is out of the way
of the traditional kitchen work zone with the sink, refrigerator and range. With under-counter
refrigerators, toasters, a microwave and racks for more durable dishes, the breakfast area
allows both children and adults to make far more than just breakfast. A drawer with outlets for
charging devices is also installed nearby, he adds.

When it comes time to sell, completely renovated kitchens add the highest amount of resale
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value compared with other upgrades, according to a survey of 2,031 members of the National
Association of Realtors released last year. Nearly half of the respondents who completed a total
kitchen remodel were looking for better functionality, according to survey results. Afterward,
90% of the respondents reported being happier in their home. Any kind of kitchen upgrade—
whether to accommodate children or not—can have an impact on satisfaction with the home,
adds Jessica Lautz, director of demographics and behavioral insights with NAR. “There’s a
major sense of accomplishment,” she says.

When Chicago chef Craig Bell and his wife,
Adrienne Fasano, were designing their
kitchen with Mr. De Giulio four years ago,
their 8-year-old son, Halsted, was a top
consideration. The new layout included
under-counter refrigeration along with a
bread drawer so he can make anything
from french toast to scrambled eggs for
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Kitchens That Welcome Kids

Designer recipes for cooking spaces that are accessible to the younger family members

Chiara Clark helps her daughter Finley, 9, roll out her pizza dough alongside her daughter Francesca, 7, middle, and

son Fletcher, 4, in the kitchen at the family’s home in Gulf Stream, Fla. SCOTT MCINTYRE FOR THE WALL STREET
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weekend breakfast and a caprese salad for lunch. “All of the dishware is readily accessible,”
says Mr. Bell, who owns a catering company and restaurant.

Mr. Bell also stores appliances below the counter for blenders and other portable appliances,
along with a beverage center within reach for his son but away from the main stove area. With
the majority of items at counter height, Mr. Bell only keeps fine china, meat grinders, cocktail
glasses and a prized Robot-Coupe, a professional-grade food processor, out of arm’s reach. A
built-in cutting board helps prevent any temptation to use a knife directly on the counter, he
adds. “Anytime he wants to bake a cake, he’s able to pull out all the ingredients, a step stool and
get up to the counter with a proper angle,” says Mr. Bell, who has three older children.

Interior designer Erin Pitts says she uses under-counter drawers, instead of doors, to
create a child-friendly kitchen. “If you’re 5 you can do a low drawer, and if you’re 25 you

can do a low drawer,” says Ms. Pitts who worked with the Clarks and is based in Annapolis, Md.
She’s also careful to choose bar stools with washable fabrics that swivel to allow smaller legs to
climb up or get down. Ms. Pitts encourages extra-wide countertops because children often
climb up directly on the counter, especially during baking. In some homes, she avoids bar
counter overhangs, which make it harder for younger children to reach their meals.

Other homeowners are designing separate island areas to create discrete homework areas out
of the way from the cooking, says Niki Serras, a Detroit-based supplier of Scavolini, an Italian
cabinetry maker. Adding handles to “super modern” flat panel cabinets is another frequent
request, she adds.

In her own Mill Valley, Calif., kitchen, interior designer Katie Raffetto, 35, designated about half
the space for her three children, who range in age from 1 month to 5 years old. As part of a 2017
home renovation, Ms. Raffetto turned the dining area of the kitchen into a play area. She used
the built-in shelves to stash anything from paint to board games, and left space for the children
to play in the center of the room.

Interior designer Katie Ra�etto, with one-month-old son Jack, created a kitchen in her Mill Valley, Calif., home where her
husband, Joe, and children Annie, 5, and Will, 3, can cook and play together. PHOTO: JASON HENRY FOR THE WALL STREET
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Ms. Raffetto also added a children’s dining table to the play area that suits the kitchen’s modern
aesthetic. To pull the space together, she added a sleek cowhide rug under the miniature dining
set. “Because [the rug] is so durable, they can get Play-Doh and paint on it, and it’s super easy
to clean,” says Ms. Raffetto. For more formal occasions, the family uses a traditional dining
room around the corner from the kitchen, she adds.

In the kitchen play area, the children have their own dishes, utensils and even a play coffee
machine to mimic their parents’ morning coffee ritual. “On some days, they are running
through here with a shopping cart,” she says.

Corrections & Amplifications 
Chiara and Tom Clark’s Gulf Stream, Fla., kitchen renovation cost nearly $500,000. A photo
caption in an earlier version of this article incorrectly stated it cost $350,000. (6/18/2018)
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